[Electrophysiological analysis of corticofugal influences on neurons of the preoptic area].
Evoked potentials (EPs) and neuronal responses of the medial (MPO) and lateral (LPO) preoptic region (RPO) and adjacent areas of the hypothalamus to stimulation of the prefrontal (area 8), cingulum (area 24), periamigdaloideus (RPA) cortex and hippocampus (area CA3) have been studied on cats anesthetized with ketamine. Cortical areas were selected according to their evolutionary status. It is determined that the most pronounced EPs are generated in the RPO to stimulation of the periamigdaloideus and cingulum cortex. A close correlation between responses of single units and EPs waveforms is shown. The majority of neurons responsible for cortical stimuli are located mainly in the basal part of the LPO. It is this area of the RPO where the prevalence of initial excitatory reactions is observed. The MPO contains much less neurons responding to cortical stimulation. In this area of the RPO mainly initial inhibitory reactions are registered. For the LPO a ratio between the inhibitory and excitatory reactions is 0.6:1, for the MPO the same ratio is 5.8:1. In the area of the RPO adjoining the bed nucleus stria terminalis (BST) the initial inhibitory reactions prevail over the initial excitatory ones too (ratio 4.9:1). In the area of the RPO immediately adjoining the nucleus supraopticus the initial excitatory reactions are registered and the ratio between the initial inhibitory reactions and initial excitatory ones is 0.7:1. In the RPO a pronounced convergence of the stimuli from the different cortical areas to the definite cells is found as well. In the RPO which is a zone of wide convergence 3/4 of neurons responded to stimulation of two and more cortical inputs. The combinations of inputs from the prefrontal and cingulum cortex as well as from prefrontal and periamigdaloideus cortex are the most frequent types of convergence of different cortical stimuli to the preoptic neurons.